Friday, October 15, 2021
12-1 p.m. on Zoom

Ransomware? What’s the Big Deal?

Ransomware attacks have hit record numbers in 2021 with a 130% increase in the first six months of 2021. An increase in attacks against academic institutions has prompted the FBI’s Cyber Division to issue a warning bulletin titled “Increase in PYSA Ransomware Targeting Education Institutions.” This session will highlight why universities are targeted, describe the anatomy of a ransomware attack, and provide some basic mitigation strategies against cyberattacks in general.

Jodi Ito is the Chief Information Security Officer with the University of Hawai‘i System and is responsible for the security and protection of the university’s information assets.

Register in advance for this Zoom webinar at: https://hawaii.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_5FDEYG5GSO2D-oM1M5xWrg or scan the QR code. Questions? Contact jabsom-orca@lists.hawaii.edu
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